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Identify learning and 
behavioural difficulties and 
provide practical strategies
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SNAP is an online diagnostic assessment that profiles specific learning difficulties and 
behavioural difficulties which without identification may limit a pupil’s potential to learn.

SNAP has an easy-to-use design, following the Assess – Plan – Do – Review model, as set 
out in the SEND Code of Practice (2014), so pupil assessments can be administered by any 
member of staff without the need for additional training. 

SNAP offers a triangulated approach to supporting children’s learning difficulties.  Initial 
questionnaires completed by pupils, teachers and parents/carers capture a complete overview 
of a pupil’s strengths and weaknesses as well as recording the voice of individual pupils.  

SNAP-B profiles 17 social, emotional and behavioural difficulties across 
three domains.

Assess     Identify learning and behavioural difficulties

What factors does SNAP-B profile?
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Relationship with self Relationships with other children Relationships with adults

• Anxiety

• Explosive anger

• Implosive anger

• Depression

• Academic self-esteem

• Social self-esteem

• Relationship with self

• Friendship deficit

• Instrumental aggression

• Attention-seeking from peers

• Being hurtful towards peers

• Relationships with other children at home

• Attention seeking from adults

• Defiance towards adults

• Over-dependence on adults

• Being hurtful towards adults

• Relationships with adults  
at home

Ages  
5–16

Example Pupil 
Questionnaire
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SNAP-SpLD profiles 20 specific learning difficulties – more than any other 
single SEN tool.

SNAP-SpLD also includes eight short diagnostic probes (for ages 7+) which can provide 
additional evidence about the pupil and his or her abilities.

What factors does SNAP-SpLD profile?

• Processing speed

• Reading (dyslexia)

• Phonological skills

• Spelling (dyslexia)

• Auditory processing

• Hyperactivity

• Impulsivity

• Attention

• Auditory working memory

• Visual working memory

• Expressive and receptive language

• Social communication

• Sensory processing

• Gross motor coordinator skills

• Academic self-esteem

• Social self-esteem

• Dysgraphic and hand-eye 
coordination skills

• Visual comfort and control

• Maths and number

• Self-monitoring and planning

Ages  
4–16

We use SNAP as a starting point for uncovering 
difficulties that children are facing, for ruling out other 
difficulties and to identify strengths. It is helpful as a tool 
to capture the pupil’s voice, and we can begin a dialogue 
with parents through the initial parent questionnaire.     
Moulton CEVC Primary School

“

”

Example  
Diagnostic 
Probe
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*Some suggested interventions include paid for resources.

Once the Pupil Assessment Questionnaire has been completed, a ‘Core Profile’ is generated 
which shows:

• a pupil’s strengths and weaknesses to allow for empowered discussions between the 
pupil, family and school.

• a selection of suggested interventions and strategies which can be easily combined 
with ideas, resources and approaches already in use in your school.*

• information sheets about the areas of concern which can be shared with other 
teachers and parents/carers.

Plan     View strengths and weaknesses at a glance

View Core Profiles 
online or download 
as PDFs.

Hover over a strand 
to see a summary of 
a strength/weakness.
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SNAP SpLD School Report 
Leanne Reilly 
                              Age at the time of assessment: 8 year 8 months 
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Overview 

SNAP-SpLD suggests that Leanne has difficulty in converting spoken language to 
written language. This could be due to a difficulty with retaining the visual sequence 
of letters or a difficulty in representing the letter sounds in writing.  

Interventions selected to help Leanne 

Read Write Inc. Spelling 

https://global.oup.com/education/content/primary/series/rwi/spelling-new/?region=uk 

 

Wordshark 

www.wordshark.co.uk 
 

 

How else can I help Leanne in the classroom? 

• Do not assume a solid link between literacy/spelling difficulties and intelligence. For a number of pupils, 
it simply is not true. The pupil who lurks gloomily in the bottom reading group, who is becoming 
increasingly withdrawn and inattentive, and who needs so much extra attention with spelling – extra 
attention that seems to bring so little gain – may still be among the brightest in the class. 

• Do not penalise poor spelling or emphasise it unduly. It is likely that Leanne’s spelling may remain weak 
and sometimes apparently careless despite her best efforts. Agree on certain target spelling skills and 
focus on these only when correcting work. 

• Allow Leanne to explore the use of a scribe on occasions, so that she can experience composing without 
the impediment of writing and spelling. Anyone can do this – parents, other pupils, classroom assistants 
or volunteers. Enlist and use every source of help that can be found. 

 

SNAP SpLD School Report 

 

Leanne Reilly 
  

                              Age at the time of assessment: 8 year 8 months 
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Effects on other aspects of learning 

• Multi-tasking may be difficult for Leanne so listening and writing at the same time can be especially 
hard. 

• Notes and organisation: this can apply to younger as well as older pupils. They may not be able to make 
effective notes and this can include copying down homework. 

• Ensure there are notes available from which Leanne can revise, either by providing lesson notes or 
checking that she photocopies those of a peer. Check that this is happening quite frequently and insist 
that she is always able to show you notes that are adequately organised, up-to-date and sufficient for 
revision purposes. 

• Alternatively, encourage Leanne to use an iPad or smartphone to photograph notes. 

Motivation and self-esteem 

• Reassure Leanne that lots of successful people also find spelling hard. 

• Let Leanne know you are aware of her difficulty and that you are sympathetic, but also that you have 
high expectations. 

• Be especially generous with praise and cautious with criticism. Praise can be a natural motivator as long 
as Leanne feels the praise is genuine and deserved. 

 

 

Useful websites 

www.arkellcentre.org.uk the website for the Helen Arkell Dyslexia Centre, which is a provider of assessment, 
tuition and training for dyslexic difficulties. 

www.bdadyslexia.org.uk the website of the British Dyslexia Association offers a wide range of information about 
all aspects of literacy difficulties. 

www.cricksoft.com/uk provides a range of useful support programmes to help dyslexic writers. 

www.crossboweducation.com focuses mainly on reading development, but includes useful spelling games and 
activities. 

http://drakeed.com/product-category/language-master-2/Language Master phonetically spells correctly over 
130,000 words and has a built-in grammar guide covering 70 topics. 
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SNAP provides a selection of suggested interventions and strategies to involve both home and 
school, offering an entirely rounded approach to help support the specific needs of the pupil.

Do     Generate reports for school and home

The school report can be shared with all relevant teaching staff. It includes:

• details about the specific area of need

• chosen interventions

• suggested classroom strategies

• suggested websites and further reading

  School report
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SNAP Behaviour Home Report 
Azim Singh 
                              Age at the time of assessment: 9 year 5 months 
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Overview 

SNAP-B suggests Azim’s learning might be affected by anxiety, which means that he 
will quickly give up or run away from situations with which he cannot cope. He may 
try to over-control situations in order to avoid anxiety. 

How will this affect Azim? 

While anxiety will affect children and young people differently according to their personality and 
developmental age, some common patterns do exist: 

• Changes in routines can cause a disproportionate degree of worry. 

• Constant reassurances will be sought. 

• Future changes are worried over, well in advance. 

• There is an over-willingness to please and a tendency to being over-sensitive to upsetting people. 

• These children often avoid new challenges and, if persuaded to face them, may display an "I expect I will 
fail" attitude. 

 

 

Interventions selected to help Azim at school 

Focused distraction 

An activity which involves switching attention to avoid stress and anxiety. 

 

Visualisation and guided imagery 

Uses positive imagery and the pupil's imagination to change negative feelings. 
 

 

SNAP Behaviour Home Report 

 

Azim Singh  
  

                              Age at the time of assessment: 9 year 5 months 
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What can I do to help Azim at home? 

The tips, strategies and advice shown here are not comprehensive and are certainly not prescriptive. You may 
already be using some or most of them. They are intended just as a resource for you to draw on, using your 
own judgement and knowledge of Azim – you know more about him than anybody else! 

• Remember, the aim is not to eliminate anxiety as it is a healthy normal response. The aim is to help Azim 
manage anxiety and not to be overwhelmed and controlled by it. 

• Azim may believe that what he is feeling is normal or he may believe there is something wrong with him. 
Talking to him about anxiety when possible can help. What kind of things scared you as a child? How did 
you feel? Learning about anxiety, and how it is a normal reaction, can be the first step towards taking 
control of it. 

• Give feedback when Azim tolerates a level of anxiety more than usual: ‘It took a lot of effort and self-
control to stay calm in that situation. I was impressed. I hope you felt pleased as well.’ 

 

 

Activities to try at home 

• Develop a routine of practising together relaxation techniques: how to unwind and reduce stress. These 
can include deep breathing, music, exercise, colouring in, etc. Help Azim find the activities that help him 
unwind. You are modelling and teaching healthy ways of dealing with stress and anxiety. 

• Practise problem-solving. Use different everyday worries, like a new school or meeting new people, to 
talk through ideas that could help manage the anxiety. 

 

 

Useful websites and resources 

http://www.anxietybc.com/parenting/anxiety-101 – Anxiety 101: What You and Your Child Need to Know about 
Anxiety gives useful practical ideas about understanding anxiety and managing it. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/renee-jain/9-things-every-parent-with-an-anxious-child-should-try_b_5651006.html – 9 
Things Every Parent with an Anxious Child Should Try: a user friendly problem-solving approach to managing 
anxiety. 

It’s an easy document to use to show techniques for 
parents to try at home.  Sometimes it can be difficult to 
engage parents, especially if there is a language barrier, 
but parents seem to like the visual profile SNAP gives.    
Staincliffe CE Junior School

“
”
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The home report can be shared with parents or carers.  It includes:

• details about the specific areas of need

• a summary of the selected interventions being carried out in school

• strategies and activities to try at home

• useful websites

  Home report
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SNAP allows us to reassess, so after targeted intervention, 
progress can be monitored and evidenced in a visual 
report which allows us to show the impact of the work  
we have carried out on improving student wellbeing.     
Endeavour Academy 

“
”
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Reassess to track a pupil’s progress over time and explore whether interventions should be 
continued, adapted, replaced or stopped.

Review     Monitor progress over time

Compare up to 
3 assessments 
in one report.
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Title ISBN Price Quantity Total

SNAP-B 1 year subscription 9781510400382 £205 + VAT

SNAP-B User Handbook 9781510400108 £50

SNAP-SpLD 1-year subscription 9781510400382 £205 + VAT

SNAP-SpLD User Handbook 9781510400115 £54

P&P £3.50

Total

Your details  NB Orders cannot be processed without a contact name or email address *

Title  Initials   Surname 

Position/Responsibility 

School 

Address 

Postcode   Email*    

Telephone 

School order number (Please use ‘Bookpoint’ as your supplier)   

*We need your email in order to process your order. You can also sign up to our eupdates to find out about new publishing, the latest news and exclusive special offers. For full 
details of our Privacy Notice please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Privacy-Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the unsubscribe button on the eupdates 
or by going online and managing your preferences. Please tick the box to receive Hodder Education Group e-updates*  

*The Hodder Education Group consists of Hodder & Stoughton Limited, RS Assessment from Hodder Education, Rising Stars UK and Galore Park Publishing. Your data controller 
is Hodder & Stoughton. We may pass information that you have given us to other companies within the Hachette UK Group of companies where our systems are shared.  
These companies will include our parent company, Hachette UK Limited, their parent company and all of the subsidiaries of these respective companies (the “Group”). 

Important
Overseas P&P – written quotes available on request.
Every effort has been made to ensure details are correct at the time of going to press. We reserve the right to change the specification without prior notice.

Online: hoddereducation.co.uk/snap   Tel: 01235 400555   Email: primary@hachette.co.uk

Post: Rising Stars, Hachette UK Distribution, Hely Hutchinson Centre, Milton Road, Didcot, OX11 7HH

Arrange a no-obligation visit from one of our sales consultants to find out 
more about all of our assessment resources. Find your local consultant at  
risingstars-uk.com/consultants.

Order form Quote this code when ordering >>> 2646511
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